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CM inaugurates Eco Tourism Project at Cheirao Ching
IT News
Imphal, Feb 24:
Chief Minister N. Biren
Singh inaugurated Eco Tourism Project at Thangmeiband
Cheirao Ching in Imphal
West District today. The Eco
Tourism Project was developed under the Minister of
DoNER (NLCPR).
Speaking at the occasion,
N. Biren Singh said that
people in Manipur used to
live amidst tensions within
the confines of their homes
and there was limited leisure
in life. As such with the improvement of the situation in
the past few years, the Government had been trying to
give leisure spaces by developing such sites which could
als o att ract tour ists, he
added.
The Chief Minister informed that the foundation
stone for Cheirao Ching Eco
Tourism Project developed at
an estimated cost of around
15 crores rupees was laid by
Prime M inister Narendra
Mod i during his visit in
March 2018. The project was
completed within three years
though it was hindered for
quite a long time due to delay in getting Forest/Environment clear ance and
COVID-19 pandemic.
Observing that develop-

consultation with the local
MLA and local clubs for the
operation and maintenance
of the site. He further said
that the Government is planning to install electric cars for
old -aged and differently
abled people, who wish to
reach the towers located in
the hill-top.
He also said that solar
lamps would be installed up
to the hill-top and security
would be deployed for the
convenience of the visitors

for night seeing as well. Expressing hope that the project
would definitely benefit local
people, he sought support
and co-operation from them
regarding proper maintenance and running of the site.
Regarding COVID-19, he
said that people still need to
be careful and strictly maintain COVID Appropriate
Behaviours because some
States are currently facing the
second wave of the pandemic. As a preventive mea-

Six weeks Entrepreneurship cum Skill
Development Programme set into motion
IT News
Churachandpur, Feb 24:
Churachandpur DC Pawan
Yadav today inaugurated the 6week Entrepreneurship cum Skill
Development Programme on
Food Processing at DTC Hall,
DC Office Churachandpur. The
programme is being organised
by MSME Development Institute, Imphal, Ministry of Small
& Medium Enterprises
(MSME), Government of India,
Takyelpat, Imphal in association
with
SBI-RSETI,

Govt to start administering
COVID-19 vaccine to people
above 60 yrs of age from 1st
of next month

Agency
New Delhi, Feb 24:

ment projects should always
be planned with a farsighted
vision, he stated that various
localities are now frequently
flooded due to rampant constructions in Lamphelpat
which should have been kept
as a wetland.
Stating that it is heartening to learn that local clubs
of Thangmeiband are ready
to get involved in running
the tourist site, the Chief
Minister said that a modality
would be formulated soon in

Churachandpur.
Speaking as the Chief Guest
of the inaugural function,
Pawan Yadav stated that the
training programme is aimed to
build and hone the skills of
youth and prospective entrepreneurs. Saying that the State
is producing some horticultural
crops in large amount, Shri
Yadav mentioned the Pineapple
products of the district’s
Khousabung area as an avenue
where entrepreneurs can chip
in.
Also informing that the Dis-

trict Administration is planning
to organize various innovative
programmes in the coming days,
he encouraged the trainee participants and youth of the district to apply for schemes relating to MSMEs that are opening up in the near future.
He mentioned that series of
activities under MSME are being planned in connection with
the International Women’s Day
on March 8, he urged the young
entrepreneurs from the district
to take the programmes seriously so that they can bring out

their potentials.
Reeta Yadav, Deputy Director, MSME-DI, Imphal, while
giving the keynote address, said
that such comprehensive training programmes are organised
to nurture the skills of the youth
by inculcating, motivating and
providing guidance to them on
various aspects.
Amongst other dignitaries
attending the programme included Khailet Haokip, GM, DIC
Churachandpur and Paulalzon
Neihsiel, Project Manager,
NARPS/LBI Churachandpur.
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sure, Biren said, testing of
passengers coming from five
States has already begun at
Bir Tikendrajit International
Airport.
Tourism Minister Oinam
Lukhoi, CAF and PD Minister Thokchom Satyabrata,
Deputy Speaker Kongkham
Robindro and Thangmeiband
AC MLA Kh. Joykishan,
Chief Secretary Dr. Rajesh
Kumar and other high ranking officials also attended the
function among others.

Government will start administering
COVID-19
vaccine to people above 60
years of age from 1st of next
month. Those above 45 years
of age with comorbidities will
also be vaccinated in this phase.
Briefing reporters in New Delhi
today after the Union Cabinet
meeting, Information and Broadcasting Minister Prakash
Javadekar said the vaccine will
be administered free of cost at
ten thousand government hospitals to these groups while the
cost of the vaccine at 20 thousand private vaccination centres will be borne by them.
The Minister said, the
Union Cabinet also approved
the President’s Rule in
Puducherry. Mr. Javadekar said
Puducherry V Narayansamy resigned from the post and no
party claimed to form the government and therefore the LG
has recommended suspension
of the UT Assembly. He added
Cabinet decisions will be sent
to the President and after his accent the assembly will be dis-

SC dismisses petitions seeking extra chance for
last attempt Civil Service Examination 2020
Agency
New Delhi, Feb 24:
The Supreme Court today
dismissed the petition filed by
aspirants seeking an extra attempt in Civil Services Examination conducted by the
Union Public Service Commission for those who had exhausted their last attempt in
October 2020.
The petitioners, who had
given their last attempt in Civil
Service Examination-2020, had
sought for an extra chance citing difficulties created by
COVID-19 pandemic and the

national lockdown. They had
argued that the pandemic affected their preparation. The
Centre had initially made an
offer to give extra attempt, subject to the age-bar. However,
the petitioners argued for agerelaxation as well.
Detailed reasons for the
dismissal of the petition will be
known when the full copy of
the judgment is made available.
The Civil Services (Preliminary) Examination was scheduled for 31st of May last year
and was rescheduled to 4th of
October due to COVID-19 pandemic.

solved.
Union Cabinet also approved Production Linked Incentive Scheme for IT Hardware. The scheme proposes incentives to boost domestic
manufacturing and attract large
investments in the value chain
of IT Hardware.
The target segments of the
scheme include laptops, tablets, all-in-one PCs and servers.
Communication and IT Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad said
the total cost of the proposed
scheme is around Rs 7,350 crore
over four years. Mr. Prasad
added that the scheme has direct and indirect employment
generation potential of over one
lakh 80 thousand.
The Minister also said, it will
provide impetus to Domestic
Value Addition for IT Hardware
which is expected to rise 20 per
cent to 25 per cent by 2025.

Financial assistance
given to Fire
accident victims
IT News
Imphal, Feb 24:
Financial assistance was
given to the owner of the two
houses which were gutted yesterday in Khumbong Mamang
Leikai. The assistance was
given by Laishram Indrakumar,
Principal Free Progress academy. Indrakumar gave financial
aid and edible items to the
members of the two houses.
The owner of the two
houses namely Oinam
Meghachandra Singh son of
Oinam Bokul Singh and Hidam
Sanjeep Singh son of Hidam
Yaima Singh of Khumbong
Mamang Leikai. It may be mention that at around 1:00pm yesterday the two houses caught
fire, amounting to a loss of 40
lakhs worth properties.

RPF sets to observe 42nd Foundation Day of RPF as Independence Demand Day
President Irengbam Chaoren greets people
IT News
Imphal, Feb 24:
Proscribed group Revolutionary Peoples’ Front is all set
to observed its 42nd Foundation
Day of RPF tomorrow. The day
is observed as the Independence
Demand Day by the proscribed
group.
In connection with the observance President of the outfit
Irengbam Chaoren greets the
people and pay obeisance to all
the martyrs who had laid down
their invaluable lives for the
cause of the revolutionary movement.
“I would also like to convey
heartfelt respect to all the compatriots and share the grief and
misery brought about the
COVID-19 pandemic. We feel it
obligatory to convey our sincere
gratitude to all sections of
people who have been fighting
relentlessly against the deadly

pandemic to save fellow human
beings.
Charen, in his statement said
, “Beloved compatriots, RPF has
been waging an armed revolutionary movement in Manipur
with the objective of restoring
its lost sovereignty and setting
up a prosperous and welfare
state. Other than complete independence, we don’t see any
movement which seeks autonomy or special rights within
the constitution of India as capable of determining the future
of Manipur. Any arrangement
within the constitution of India,
special or otherwise will never
be able to take Manipur on the
path of development comparable
to international standard. On the
contrary, any such arrangement
within the constitution of India
will only become a cause of assimilation with India and obliteration of the glorious history of
independence which spanned

over 2000 years.
At the same time, such arrangements would create situations of conflict with the ongoing liberation movement and it
may lead to all sorts of confusion among the masses. In order
to avert any situation of confusion and conflicts, we must understand the history of Manipur
and respect the ongoing liberation movement. Groups of communal-minded people have been
projecting Manipur as a fragmented Nation and driven by a
notion that the rights and statuses of the areas where they are
settled depend on what they
imagine and wish, they have
been challenging the integrity of
Manipur. But it’s time for all the
people to shed communal politics and join the common movement for independence. Other
than the common movement for
independence, there is no choice
for any community settled in

Manipur.
Although many communities who speak different languages inhabit Switzerland, they
have been not only living together in peace and harmony for
centuries but also set a fine example of being an ideal pluralistic society. On the contrary, the
peoples of Bosnia &
Herzegovina who only think for
their own communities are being supported by the opposing
forces of Serbia and Croatia. The
endeavors of the peoples of
Bosnia & Herzegovina to make
the country their exclusive domain by excluding the others led
to a communal war which has
claimed thousands of lives in
addition to displacing around 20
lakh people. Although the war
was halted following intervention by the international community and signing of a peace
agreement (Dayton Accord) in
late 1995, there is no stable gov-

ernment in Bosnia &
Herzegovina till date and the
communities are living with a
deep sense of distrust. This is
not a positive manifestation of a
society. For all these reasons, it’s
time for the communities (of
Manipur) to choose the better
one from the two cases of Switzerland and Bosnia &
Herzegovina in the interest of
future generations.
On the other hand, protecting the integrity of Manipur is
indispensable to the liberation
movement which implies that no
revolutionary group can afford
laxity when it comes to Mes022521/RPF-PRE Page 2 of 4 integrity of Manipur. Comrade
Irabot’s steadfast objection to
the initiative to create Purvanchal
Pradesh (North East Frontier
Province) by encompassing
some parts of Manipur and his
understanding of the particular
initiative as a threat to the integ-

rity of Manipur was well placed.
After 1963 there was a proposal
to create a Himalayan Federation
comprising of Nepal, Bhutan,
Sikkim, NEFA (North East Frontier Agency) and Naga Hills but
the proposal was rejected by the
peoples of Bhutan and Sikkim
and argued that their demography would be severely affected
by immigrant Nepalese. On the
ground that they look physically
similar and share common ancestry, Bosnia & Herzegovina,
Croatia,
Macedonia,
Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia
formed a common independent
country called Yugoslavia. But
after the death of Josip Broz Tito
in 1980, the comprising nations
starting prioritizing their own national interests and these Nations
became independent countries in
the 1990’s at the cost of common
country Yugoslavia.
However, Bosnia &
Herzegovina where the condi-

tions were remotely similar to
Manipur witnessed a war which
was the biggest in Europe after
the Second World War because
there was no solid foundation
for its transformation into an independent country and there
were many internal conflicts.
Revolutionary leaders of
Manipur, in their search for a
common platform or idea of
Western South East Asia
(WESEA), must see that no situation emerges which challenges
the collectiveness of Manipuri
society for it is this collectiveness
which serves as the very spirit
of the history of independent
Manipur. At the same time, revolutionary leaders must also see
that our concern for the collectivity of Manipur should not
hinder from shouldering and discharging our responsibilities
and duties in fighting the common enemy, India.
contd on page 4
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Effects of soil diversity loss
BY: Sanjenbam Jugeshwor Singh, Asst. Prof., JCRE Global College, Babupara, Imphal

Journalism is not everybody’s
cup of tea; don’t dragged
aspirants to protect you
In a healthy democratic country, constructive criticism is the rights
of every conscious and patriotic citizen. Scholars and politicians
often comes forward to make such criticism to any policy of the
government and the government machinery defended the criticism
with genuine argument .
That is what we call the freedom of speech, the rights that had
been entrusted to all the citizen of the country under the article 19 of
th Indian Constitution. When we talk about freedom of expression ,
it is also pertinent that that the so call freedom of expression is not
absolute.
In the clause 2 of the article 19, it is also written as Nothing in sub
clause (a) of clause ( 1 ) shall affect the operation of any existing law,
or prevent the State from making any law, in so far as such law imposes reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the right conferred
by the said sub clause in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of India, the security of the State, friendly relations with foreign
States, public order, decency or morality or in relation to contempt of
court, defamation or incitement to an offence.
And thus, citizen need to understand what the law of the land
had provided on what to write criticize and argued.
What is upset part is that with the mushrooming of the social
media people started writing what they feel is right. Sometime humiliation to individuals are viral and criticism with nonsense argument
are seen going viral through social media.
What is more shocking is that some so call literate people don’t
understand how the newspaper or the TV Channels are functioning.
Some rich chaps with few easily earn money open web site or
facebook page and started distributing news which are not only correct but defame a person or the authority without knowing the fact.
And the most unfortunate part is that these rich people who think
that owning a media will have power misused journalist aspirants.
When this people get in trouble they simply lift the burden to those
journalist aspirant for things that they had never committed.
One thing that should be understand by everything is that journalism is everybody’s cup of tea. That must be one reason for the
state Assemly which is the temple of democracy denied a lady journalist from entering the Assembly during the ongoing budget session.
Being a journalist and having a press card is not a license to do
anything above the law. There are laws and we (journalists) are also
not above the law even as we have the right to report everything that
is happening.
By dragging a aspirant journalist by a firm call 7 Salai which is not
even a registered newspaper or news channel, the channel has done
a great mistake. And the government should not remain silent in
such mischievous act.

Soil is a mixture of organic matter, minerals, gases, liquids and
organisms that together support
life. Earth’s body of soil, called the
Pedosphere, has four important
functions viz, as a medium for
plant growth; as a means of water
storage, supply and purification;
as amodifier of Earth’s atmosphere and as a habitat for organisms. All of these functions in
their turn modify the soil and its
properties. The health of soil is
dependent on the mix of living organisms they contain, including
bacteria, fungi, protozoa, insects,
worms, other invertebrates and
vertebrates. This variety of organism present in soil is known as
soil diversity. Soil diversity drives
the carbon, nitrogen and water
cycle upon which life on earth
depends. The productivity of land
is therefore determined to a large
extend by its soil diversity. When
land is degraded, it loses its soil
biodiversity. Soil which takes hundreds of years to form, can be
eroded easily by wind and water
when soil biodiversity lost, causing land to produce less food,
store less water and release carbon into the atmosphere. The correlation of soil and biodiversity
can be observed spatially. Traditional agricultural practices have
generally caused declining soil
structure. Soil erosion leads to a
loss of top soil, organic matter and
nutrients, it breaks down soil
structure and decrease water storage capacity, in turn reducing fertility and availability of water to
plant roots. Soil, erosion is therefore a major thr ea t t o soil
biodiversity. About a third of the
World’s land has already been
degraded, with two-third of this
degradation attributed to the agricu ltural s ector, par ticular ly

chemical fuelled, intensive agricultural production. According to
the assessment Report on Land
Degradation and Restoration,
produced by Intergovernmental
Scie nc e- Pol icy pla tf orm on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), land degradation
is cur rently unde rmining t he
wellbeing of at least 3.2 billion
people and represents an economic
loss of 10% of annual global gross
product. By the year 2050, the global population is projected to surpass nine billion people. These
people will be wealthier than ever
and will demand more agricultural
products, placing even greater demand on soils and undermining the
long-term productivity of land.
The Food and Agriculture Organization of UN (FAO) has estimated
that based on current trajectories,
the world only has 60 harvests left.
Globally, soil diversity has
been estimated to contribute between1.5 billion US dollar and 13
trillion annually to the value of
ecosystem services –the good
and services provided by healthy
ecosystem, including the provision of food, hydrological services and regulation of climate .
Soil organism regulates nutrients
availability and uptake of nutrients by plants, maintain soil structure and regulates hydrological
processes. The loss of healthy soil
reduces agricultural yields and
could result in a food production
shortfall of 25% by 2050. It is estimate d that increas ing soil
biodiversity could contribute up
to 2.3 billion tons of additional
crop production per year, valued
at 1.4 trillion US dollar. Research
in Argentina, India and west African sahil has also found that crop
yield can be increased by 20-70
kg/ha for wheat,10-50kg/ha for

rice and 30-300kg/ha for maize with
every 1000kg/ha increase in soil
organic carbon around the plant
root. Soil stores two-thirds of the
fresh water on planet and this
function is determined by the
level of organic matter in the soil.
This water from soil support 90%
of the world’s agricultural production. The los ses of soil
biodiversity reduce the infiltration
capacity to store water, lowering
food production and worsening
the impact of draught. By 2050,
an estimated 1.8 billion people will
be living under water stressed
conditions. One estimate suggests that the loss of 1gm of soil
organic matter decreases soil
available moisture by 1 to 10 gm.
Soil biodiversity represents
one of the largest carbon stocks
on Earth and plays a major role in
mitigating climate change. It is estimated that there is more carbon
stored in the soil than the total
carbon in both the atmosphere
and above-ground vegetation.
When soil is lost in the form of
greenhouse gases (GHGs), contributing to climate change. Increasing soil biodiversity could
provide at least half of emission
reductions needed to limit the global average temperature increase
to well below 2 0C above pre-industrial levels set by the Paris
Agreement. Target 15.3 of the UN
2030 Agenda for Sustainable development aims to halt the world’s
net land degradation. Healthy soil
is both a natural resource and
public good underpinning sustainable development. The target
of the 2030 Agenda for food, wate r and e nergy sec ur it y,
biodiversity conservation and climate change mitigation, all hinges
on healthy soils. For instance, research has estimated that restor-

ing only 12% of degraded agricultural land by 2030 could boost
small holders’income by 35-40 billion US dollar per year and help
to feed an additional 200 million
people annually, while increasing
resistance to draught, water scarcity and reducing GHG emission.
It is preferable to avoid degradation in the first place by adopting sustainable land management
practices and sustainably managing agricultural landscapes. Farming practices that increase soil
biodiversity include sustainably
managing soil, water and nutrients . Contr olling erosion and
maintaining ground cover. Once
such method is agroforestry which
involves planting trees alongside
crops. Government should support
land users in adopting sustainable
land management practices for instance through subsidies and
other means. Land users should be
paid for conserving the public
good rather than purely for the individual foods and other commodities they produce. Government
should also promote private investment in sustainable land management for instance by facilitating financial opportunities for
small and medium agribusiness
that engage in sustainable land
management. The services,
healthy soil provides should be incorporated into land-use planning.
This planning requires input from
a number of sectors to ensure the
delivery of collective goals, for example food production, water supply and biodiversity conservation.
Government
should
also
strengthen land tenure and resource rights to enable local communities manage land more
sustainably.
Wr it er can be r ea ch ed
to:sjugeshwor7@gmail.com

Nature’s call for “Green Building”revolution

People spend major part of their
life time indoor i.e. inside the buildings, which may be their homes, offices, hospitals, shops, factories,
educational and other places. The
time varies from 60 to 90 percent
depending upon the nature of jobs
and livings. According to UNEP,
these buildings are a major source
of carbon emissions (nearly 39%)
causing global warning. Depleting
natural resources, rapid industrialization and urbanization have led a
negative impact on the environment
and life-cycle. To tackle this source
of global warming, “Green Building”
concept has evolved.
A Green Building is one which
uses less water, optimizes energy
efficiency, conserves natural resources, generates less wastes &
pollutions and provides healthier
space for its occupants as compared
to a conventional building. A green

building in its design & construction minimizes negative impacts. It
is based on “Triple Bottom Line
(TBL)” benefits, which accounts for
social and environmental performances in addition to financial performance. The concept is also
termed as 3P approach – People,
Planet and Profits.
In India, as per census 2011,
nearly 31.16 % population are living
in urban areas. The government had
informed Lok Sabha that by 2050,
nearly 60% of population will live in
cities as India’s rate of urbanization
is dramatic. There has been increase
in nearly 700% commercial energy
consumption in last four decades
and there is water shortage of nearly
225 million liter per day (mld) in major Indian cities. World Wildlife Fund
(WWF) survey report reveals that,
100 cities, including 30 in India, may
face acute water shortage by 2050.
In Indian context, a Green Building construction contains, as its
components, all Panch-bhootas (5
manifestations of nature), i.e. Prithvi
(Bhumi, earth)- Sustainable sites &
materials, Apas (Jal, water)- Water
efficiency, Agni (Fire)- Energy efficiency, Aakash (Space)- Daylight&
atmosphere, and Vayu (Air)- Indoor
environmental quality & pollution
measures.
Prithvi- Material Efficiency
Materials for construction

Letters, Feedback and Suggestions to ‘Imphal Times’
can be sent to our e-mail : imphaltimes@gmail.com. For advertisement
kindy contact: - 0385-3590330 (O). For time being readers can reach
the office at Cell Phone No. 9862860745 for any purpose.

By: Er. Prabhat Kishore
should be obtained from natural, re- charge to groundwater.
newal sources managed in a sustainAgni- Energy Efficiency
able manner. It can be obtained loGreen building incorporates encally to reduce the embedded energy ergy efficient lighting, low energy
cost of transportation or salvaged appliances and renewal energy
from reclaimed materials at nearby sources such as solar panels and
sites. Materials are assessed at their wind turbines. The passive solar
life cycle analysis (LCA) in terms of design, high levels of insulation and
their embedded energy, durability, energy efficient windows bring
recycled contents, minimum wastes down the heating as well as cooling
and their ability to be recycled.
cost of the building. Passive solar
In-fill development, that in- power design is a part of the buildcreases density, is inherently better ing itself and have heat absorbing
than building on undeveloped surface materials and strategic place(Greenfield) sites. Mixed-use devel- ment of windows. It employs sunopment, in which residential and shine to heat, cool and light the
commercial uses are intermingled, building without mechanical and
can bring down automobile use and electrical devices. In this design, the
help to create healthy communities. building should be elongated on
Apas- Water Management
east-west axis and its south face
In green buildings, water use is should receive sunlight during heatminimised through water efficient ing seasons. Interior spaces, requirappliances, self-closing or spray ing most light as well as heating &
tapes, low flush toilets or waterless cooling, should be along south face
compositing toilets. Use of potable of the building and less used space
water is discouraged in non-potable on the north face. The two primary
applications such as landscaping or elements are south facing glass and
indoor plumbing needs. Rainwater thermal mass to absorb, store & disand Greywater (i.e. water emanating tribute heat. Compact Fluorescent
from sinks, showers, bath tubs or Lights (CFL) are energy savers, as
cloth washers) catchment systems incandescent bulbs use only 10%
are installed, which recycle such of energy into light & rest 90% prowater for toilet flushing & irrigation duces just heat.
purposes.
Actually active solar power panDue to urbanization, infiltration els would be more effective and proof rain water into sub-soil has de- duce sufficient energy requirement
creased and recharging of ground of the house as India has enormous
water diminished, so “Rain water scope of renewal energy. But its
harvesting” is essential for a build- upfront installation costs are high
ing. Rain water may be stored on and available equipments are of poor
surface for future use or may re- quality & short life, which discour-

ages the common people. The government should give emphasis for
research on renewal energy, particularly solar energy, so that the good
quality equipments be available at
optimum rate to all sections of the
society which ultimately will aid in
reducing greenhouse gas emission.
Aakash- Daylight Harvesting
Natural daylight design is the
way to collect and utilize natural
day-light in the interior of the building, when available, to reduce the
need for energy-consuming artificial
lighting. Green buildings are designed to maximize that light and
distribute it effectively deeper into
the building. A common design of
daylight harvesting uses passive
devices known as “Light shelves”
to direct daylight back up and further into a space by bouncing it off
the ceiling. The light shelf may be
polished or reflective, and the ceiling must be of a light colour with
good reflective quality. This method
of providing “indirect” natural light
delivers a good quality of light – diffuse and glare-free – that is superior
to direct daylight and especially direct sunlight. Natural light is more
pleasant, healthful and psychologically beneficial than artificial light.
Daylight harvesting can reduce energy consumption and costs of
building lighting by over 25%.
Vayu- Health Concerns
Non-toxic, ethical & sustainable
materials should be used to improve
the indoor air quality and to lessen
the rate of asthma, allergy and sick

building syndrome. These materials
are emission free, have low VOC
content and are moisture resistant
to deter moulds, spores & other microbes. Indoor air quality is improved through proper ventilation
system and use of materials controlling humidity. Plantation is also an
important ingredient for green buildings depending upon the available
space. In case of limited space in the
house, Tulsi, Aloe Vera & other
herbal/medicinal plants in flowerpots would be a better solution.
In foreign countries, the “Green
Building” concept is gaining momentum. In India too, it needs to be
popularized through enacting
proper laws as well as community
involvement. In first phase, all government buildings as well as manufacturing and construction industry
sectors should adopt this concept
and then by popularizing its benefits
with sufficient proof, people should
be encouraged to adopt this concept in their houses.
Life on earth is secure so long
as nature is pure. So nature must be
conserved, restored and used
sustainably while simultaneously
meeting other global societal goals
through urgent and concerted efforts. For fostering transformative
changes, “Green Building” concept
is the pivotal solution.
(The author is a technocrat &
academician. He holds Master in
Engineering from M.N. Regional
Engineering College, Allahabad/
Prayagraj)
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Governor felicitates Major General Alok
Naresh, Inspector General, Headquarters
IGAR (South) and Six AR Battalions

BJP’s “Bangladeshi” office bearer
faces deportation; residing in India
illegally for the last one decade

IT News
Imphal, Feb 24:

IT Correspondent
Mumbai, Feb 24:

Hon’ble Governor of
Manipur, Najma Heptullah, felicitated Major General Alok
Naresh with the award of
Governor’s Appreciation on
yesterday for his admirable
professional standards and
steller role in curbing the drug
menace as well as contribution
towards maintaining peace in
Manipur.
In a formal ceremony held
at Raj Bhavan, the Hon’ble
Governor also felicitated Headquarter Inspector General of
Assam Rifles (South) and six
Assam Rifles Battalions with
Governor’s Appreciation in
recognition of their exceptional
professional performance during the year 2020.
Headquarter Inspector
General of Assam Rifles
(South) during the year 2020
executed its operational

The BJP’s North Mumbai
Minority cell’s President Rubel
Jonu Sheikh(24) who was arrested by Malwani Police late
last month for being an illegal
Bangladeshi immigrant, faces
deportation.
Sheikh was arrested on
January 30, 2021, from the
Ambujwadi area of Malvani in
Malad West in north Mumbai
after police laid a trap near
Ambedkar Chowk and nabbed
him. When inquired, he was
unable to produce valid documents to prove that he is an Indian citizen.
During a search of his
house, police found a residence
certificate of Malapota gram
Panchayat, 24 North Pargana
district, West Bengal. His
school’s name was shown as
Bolganda Adarsh High School
in Nadia district. However, when
a police team went to Malapota
gram panchayat, the police came
to know that the panchayat did
not have any resident named
Rubel Jonu Sheikh.
When documents were
verified at the Nadia district
collector’s office, it was found
that the school-leaving certificate held by him was issued in
someone else’s name. Besides,
the school mentioned in his
document did not exist in
Nadia. During verification, the
cops found all the documents
fake and forged, with no history in the collectorate office
as well.
A further probe revealed
that he is a Bangladeshi national
and had been living in the country without a valid visa since
2011. He was a resident of
Bovaliya village in Bangladesh.
As such he was arrested and
booked under relevant sections
of the Passport Act and Foreigners Act 1946.
“We have arrested the accused for illegal stay in India.
Based on fake documents he
even made Aadhar Card and

mandate in a professional
manner thereby assisting the
Government in maintaining
peace and stability in
Manipur. It also contributed
towards the war against

drugs through effective border management.
The Formation and its under command units maintained
empathy with the local populace in an exemplary manner

and immensely contributed towards skill development of
youth and upliftment of the
society by executing various
meaningful civic action activities.

AR Public School Mantripukhri
BJP sweeps all six Municipal
distributes school uniforms
Corporation elections in Gujarat
IT News
Imphal, Feb 24:
Lending its contribution
to the society, the Assam
Rifles Public School at
Mantripukhri Garrison has
around 150 children from the
below poverty line section
enrolled in it. As a measure to
encourage and motivate the
students, 23 students who are
sponsored by Assam Rifles
were distributed school uniforms by AnuNaresh, Regional President Assam Rifles
Wives
Welfare
Association(chief guest).
With the aim of improvement and continuous development, for providing better infrastructure and facilities to
teachers and students ARPS,
Mantripukhri was renovated
and the new infrastructure was

inaugurated by the chief guest.
During the pandemic,
alongwith online classes, the
school conducted various
online competitions for its students, which saw active participation from children with
their innovative ideas & interesting talents. The school children had an interaction with
the chief guest over light refreshments on the culmination
of the event. The children were
highly motivated after the interaction.
As a constant endeavor,
Assam Rifles undertakes various developmental projects
thereby ushering progress
and development in the area.
Expansion of Assam Rifles
Public School will go a long
way in empowering generations to come and also building a better society in future.

Agency
Gandhinagar, Feb 24:
In Gujarat, Bharatiya Janata
Party has retained power in all
the six municipal corporations
namely Ahmedabad, Surat,
Vadodara, Rajkot, Bhavnagar and
Jamnagar.
Counting of votes for the six
municipal corporations conducted peacefully in the state
yesterday.Out of the total 575
seats of the six municipal corporations, BJP emerged victorious
in 482 seats while Congress got
55 seats. Aam Aadmi Party which
contested Civic polls for the first
time in the state got a massive
victory in Surat. The party won
27 seats, all in Surat. Bahujan
Samaj Party got 3 seats while 1
seat was won by an independent
candidate. Asaduddin Owaisi’s
AIMIM, which also contested
local body polls in the state for

the first time, won seven seats in
Ahmedabad.
Gujarat Chief minister Vijay
Rupani thanked voters for their
trust in BJP after the party’s victory in civic polls. In the by polls
for two seats of Junagadh municipal corporation, both Congress and BJP won one seat
each. Rallies were organised by
BJP workers across all major cities yesterday.Information and
Broadcasting Minister Prakash
Javadekar has congratulated BJP,
Gujarat team on its victory in the
Gujarat Municipal Corporation
elections. Javadekar attributed
the victory to the charisma of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and senior party leaders including Amit Shah, J. P. Nadda, State
Chief Minister Vijay Rupani and
Gujarat State Party President C.
R. Patil. He said that the BJP continues to be the choice of the
people.
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A banner congratulating Rubel Jonu Sheikh, on his appointment as a President of the BJP’s North Mumbai Minority
cell. Sheikh is at the extreme left.
Pan Card. Currently, he is in ju- be Bangladeshi. Is there a prodicial custody and being inter- vision given in the CAA act for
rogated to find leads on any of BJP?”
his accomplices who could be
Maharashtra Home Minisliving under the same arrange- ter Anil Deshmukh on February
ments. After investigation is 20, told media that an officecomplete, the only remedy is to bearer of the BJP is a
deport him, Senior Police Inspec- Bangladeshi and had been staytor Shekhar H. Bhalerao told the ing in the country with fake
“Transcontinental Times”.
documents. He said Rubel Jonu
Facebook account
Shaikh, had obtained an
Sheikh worked for the BJP Aadhaar card and PAN card but
party and became president of the Mumbai police had found
BJP’s North Mumbai minority that the 24 North Parganas adcell.
The
signboards dress and school details in West
complimenting him on his ap- Bengal he had furnished was
pointment appeared in the fake. “I wonder how the BJP
Malwani area and also in his made him an office-bearer withFacebook account. In his FB out checking his documents or
account, he stated that he verifying his credentials,”
“Moved
to
Mumbai, Deshmukh said.
Maharashtra on 27 December
BJP vice president Chitra
2020”.
Wagh said her party would not
NCP
spokesperson defend any wrongdoing, if any,
Mahesh Tapase wrote a letter to on the part of Shaikh but added
state home minister Anil the “Maha Vikas Aghadi”
Deshmukh seeking an investi- Maharashtra government must
gation into the Bangladesh con- show “similar enthusiasm” to
nection. “I am surprised that BJP find out similar cases in the NCP,
leaders, who are always on the Congress, etc.
forefront for action against
BJP leader and legislator
people speaking against them, Ashish Shelar claimed that
terming them anti-nationals, are “None of our party workers or
silent on this issue,” he said.
office-bearers belongs to
Congress leader Sachin Bangladesh. Police are free to
Sawant, slamming the BJP over take action against any such
the arrest, tweeted: “Is this BJP’s person if they have sufficient
‘Sangh Jihad’? Some BJP lead- evidence. Sawant’s allegations
ers are found smuggling are baseless and levelled for
Gaumata and some are proved the sake of publicity. We would
to be ISI agents. Now one Rubel not ask him which country his
Sheikh, the president of the mi- party president belongs to,” he
nority cell of BJP turned out to added.

Tips for Quick Revision & Preparation Before Assam Rifles foils contraband
smuggling worth Rs 53.58 lakh
The Upcoming School & Board Exams
in Khongjol, Chandel

By: Vijay GarG
Academic session 2021 is
reaching towards its end.
Very soon, most of the
schools and boards in the
country will organise the annual examinations. At this
time, students should be very
careful about their exam
preparations. In these last
few days before the exams,
they should only focus on
their studies and revision of
all that they have prepared
for their exams. So every student needs to be very well organized with his/her studies.
For this, you can follow some
strategic tips that can help in

keeping you actively engaged in your studies so as
to revise quickly.
A few tricks that will help
you revise your course easily and effectively:
1. Make a revision time
table and adhere to it
Timetable, Tips to make
Timetable
A time table is a must to
make you aware of what and
how much to be covered by
the end of the day or a week.
Working according to the timetable helps you to set clear
goals for each revision session and allows you to check
them off as you progress.
Such revision plans reduce
your anxiety and exam fear
and keep you up to the mark
in your studies.
2. Keep your study targets reasonable
In your timetable, the target you set should be reasonable so that you can
achieve it easily without missing your other important
tasks. This way you will be
able to revise the whole
chunk of your studies by the

end of the course instead of
mugging up the whole syllabus right before the exam.
For example, trying to revise
all chapters of chemistry the
night before the final exam is
probably going to do more
harm than good. Thus, organize your preparations in a
way to remember the most
important
information
you’ve got to study.
3. Recall and summarize
at regular intervals
After every few minutes
while studying, take a break
to recapitulate what you have
learned. You can write a short
summary of the topic you
learned in your notes. Recalling helps you measure your
memorizing potential whether
whatever you learned in past
has all been instilled in your
brain. Writing down the
notes in your own words
helps you memorize the stuff
more easily.
4. Doodle freely while
you study to break the monotony of long writings
Expressing important
pieces of information into

drawings or diagrams will
make it easier and interesting
to recall and retain the information. Drawing the mind
maps and freehand drawings
can be useful in improving
your understanding and creating a much easier memory
aid than reading the text alone.
5. Find a friend to whom
you can explain the topic
Explaining a topic and the
concepts to a friend can help
you revise things more easily. While explaining the topic
to your friend, you come
across the points that might
not be clear to you or you are
missing them. Then at the
same time, you can discuss
those points with your friend
or teacher and clear your
doubts.
Conclusion
Though every student is
unique by his or her strengths
and abilities still they need an
organized plan to track the
way to success. The above
mentioned tricks will definitely help students to revise
their course in a way to get
them the desired results.

IT News
Chandel, Feb 24:
In the series of operations,
Chandel Battalion of Assam
Rifles under aegis of IGAR
(South) foiled contraband
smuggling attempt in
Khongjol on yesterday. In the
operation, the troops recovered a large quantity of
smuggled goods and apprehended 03 smugglers and 01

vehicle close to General area
Khongjol (Chandel).
Acting on specific information regarding smuggling of
goods across the Indo
Myanmar border into Chandel,
a operation was launched to
intercept the vehicles carrying
smuggled goods. At around
2300 P.M an operation team intercepted one vehicles. On
thorough checking, smuggled
goods were recovered worth

Rs 53.58 lakh and apprehended
three smugglers.
The smuggled goods
alongwith smugglers and vehicles were handed over to
Chandel Police station for further legal action.
Assam Rifles is playing
prominent role for thwarting
the increasing smuggling attempts by well coordinated
operations in North Eastern
states.

Shangshak Battalion conducts awareness drive on
cancer and drug abuse at Hoyang village in Ukhrul
IT News
Imphal, Feb 24:
The Assam Rifles has always taken up initiatives for
social causes to focus on
edu cating and spreading
awareness among the local
populace.
An awareness drive on
Cancer and Drug Abuse was

conducted on yesterday attions of cancer. In addition,
Hoyang village by t hethe vices of narcotics on the
Shangs hak battalion ofsociety as a whole was eluciAssam Rifles. Villagers in-dated to all present. The adcluding the youth and chil-verse effects of narcotics on
dren of Hoyang village ac-health and prevention of drug
tively partic ipated in theaddiction were explained.
awareness drive.
The villagers were appreThe locals were educatedciative of the efforts of the
on the probable causes,Assam Rifles for creating
symptoms and treatment op-awareness in the society.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi says
government is committed for transforming
lives of farmers in the country
Agency
New Delhi, Feb 24:
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi today reiterated the
Centre’s commitment for transforming lives of farmers in the
country. In a series of tweets
on the completion of two years
of PM-Kisan Samman Nidhi
Yojana today, Mr. Modi said
that the scheme has played an
important role in the resolution
that the country has taken to
make the lives of farmers’
easier. He said, the farmers in
the country are also actively
becoming an integral part of
the Self-reliant India Campaign. The Prime Minister today said that the transformation in the lives of crores of
farmers due to PM-Kisan has
motivated everyone to work
further for their development.

The Prime Minister said,
over the last seven years, the
government has taken many
initiatives for transforming the
agriculture sector. He asserted
that efforts including for better irrigation, technology,
credit availability, access to
larger markets, crop insurance,
focus on soil health to eliminate middlemen among others
have resulted in positive outcomes. He said that the Centre
had the honour of ushering a
historic increase in the Minimum Support Price, MSP of
the food grains and other agri
products. Mr. Modi assured
that the government is committed towards doubling the farmers’ income.
Today is the second anniversary of Pradhan Mantri
Kisan Samman Nidhi, PM
KISAN. The Scheme was for-

mally launched on 24th February in the year 2019 by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi at a
function at Gorakhpur in Uttar
Pradesh. PM KISAN was
started with a view to augment
the income of the farmers by
providing income support to
all landholding farmers’ families across the country.
Under the PM KISAN
Scheme, an amount of 6000
rupees per year is transferred
in three installments of 2000
rupees directly into the bank
accounts of the farmers. The
Scheme initially provided income support to all Small and
Marginal Farmers’ families
across the country, holding
cultivable land upto 2 hectares.
Its ambition was later expanded
to cover all farmer families in the
country irrespective of the size
of their land holdings. Affluent

farmers have been excluded
from the scheme. Since this
scheme started, more than 1
lakh 10 thousand crore rupees
have reached the account of
farmers.
Home Minister Amit Shah
has congratulated all the farmers on the successful completion of two years of PM Kisan
Samman Nidhi Yojana. Mr.
Shah said that the PM Kisan
Scheme has empowered the
farmers and provided them
with dignity. He said that the
scheme is proving to be a
blessing for farmers by benefitting more than 11 crore
farmers. Mr. Shah thanked the
Prime Minister for the positive
efforts towards making farmers self-reliant. He said that the
government is committed towards doubling farmers’ income.

After the coup: On political crisis in Myanmar
Agency
Yangon, Feb 24:
The Myanmar military
must move fast to end the political crisis that is of its own
making
Three weeks after they took
control of Myanmar by toppling its democratically elected
government, the country’s
Generals are struggling to retain their grip on power in the
face of growing pro-democracy
mass protests. The military,
which had shared power with
Aung San Suu Kyi’s National
League for Democracy (NLD)
for five years, orchestrated the

coup on February 1, hours before the country’s newly elected
Parliament, in which the NLD
had a huge majority, was set to
convene.
The military, which controlled Myanmar through direct rule for almost 50 years
since independence from Britain in 1948, has now deployed
the familiar repressive tactics
to quell opposition to the latest coup: It has detained Ms.
Suu Kyi, President Win Myint
and several of the NLD’s other
top leaders, suspended the
Internet, blocked social networks and warned the public
of repercussions if they joined

protests. But protests have
only grown by the day. On
Saturday, two unarmed protesters were killed by security
forces in Mandalay.
Even police violence and
the deployment of security
personnel, including snipers,
across the main cities did not
stop millions from joining a
general strike on Monday.
They demand the Generals free
the detained elected leaders
and restore democracy.
Myanmar’s military has
been one of the most consistent enemies of democracy. In
the past, challenges to its
powers were met with brutal

crackdowns. Still, the junta has
continued to face popular resistance. The crackdown on
the protests of August 8, 1988
did not prevent the ‘saffron
revolution’ of 2007 — protests
led by Buddhist monks. Than
Shwe, the then leader of the
country, suppressed them but
had to offer a new Constitution in 2008 as a compromise.
This Constitution was the
basis of the partial transition
to democracy in 2015 when the
NLD came to power. But even
that experiment would not last
more than five years, thanks
to the power-hungry generals
of Tatmadaw.

Sports

President inaugurates world’s largest
Cricket stadium at Motera in Ahmedabad;
Renamed as ‘Narendra Modi Stadium’
Motera Stadium is not just the
largest, but it is also one of the
best stadiums in the world. A
day before the Test match,
Rijiju along with BCCI secretary Jay Shah visited the stadium to take note of the worldclass facilities.
Spread over 63 acres, the
stadium has been built at an
estimated cost of Rs 800 crore
and with a seating capacity for
1,32,000 spectators, it has surpassed
the
hallowed
Melbourne Cricket Ground
which can accommodate
90,000.
Agency
Ahmedabad, Feb 24:
President Ram Nath
Kovind today inaugurated the
newly constructed world’s
largest Narendra Modi Cricket
Stadium at Motera in
Ahmedabad. President Kovind
has also laid the foundation
stone of Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel Sports Enclave at newlybuilt Cricket Stadium.
Our correspondent reports
that due to COVID-19 pandemic, only 50 per cent spectators have been allowed inside the stadium. Narendra
Modi Cricket stadium- that
spreads across over 63 acres
of land has three entrances. It
has 76 air-conditioned corporate boxes with a seating capacity of 25 each. It has an
Olympic-size swimming pool

and four dressing rooms, a
parking area that can accommodate around 3000 cars and
10000 two-wheelers. The stadium has a clubhouse with 55
rooms, gymnasium, indoor
practice pitches and food
courts. Instead of flood lights,
LED lights have been installed
on the roof of Motera stadium.
Meanwhile, Union Home
Minister Amit Shah announced
that the newly constructed
world’s largest cricket stadium
at Motera will be known as the
Narendra Modi Cricket Stadium. He said that Ahmedabad
has become the world class
sports hub with infrastructure
that can host any international
sports events with a short notice. He said that Narendra
Modi Cricket Stadium at
Motera, Sardar Patel Sports
Enclave and another sports
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RPF sets to observe 42nd ......
The pretentious activities of
the government of India to develop WESEA on the pretext
that India cannot be developed
without developing WESEA do
no mean India really cares for
the peoples of WESEA. It is a
trap aimed at enabling New Delhi
uses the peoples of WESEA as
a shield in countering neighboring China. It is a generally accepted understanding of New
Delhi that India will suffer humiliating defeats in the hands of
China in future too as they did
in the 1962 war if the peoples of
WESEA do not stand on the side
of India. Efforts to make the
peoples of WESEA pro-India
necessitate New Delhi to lure the
peoples of WESEA with certain
pretentious development activities and ephemeral material benefits. The existing conflict between India and China is not restricted to the boundary issue.
The conflict has its roots in
Arunachal Pradesh which is
around 84,000 Sq Kms in area
and is contested between the
neighboring countries. China
has still not recognized
Arunachal Pradesh as a part of
India rather Beijing treats
Arunachal Pradesh as Zangnan
Region (South Tibet), a part of
their own territory. Some days
back, Manipuri Tangkhul
Ralengnao Bob Khathing was
conferred the ‘Arunachal Ratna’
title for bringing Tawang and
Bumla areas within the territory
of India from Tibet in 1951 and
this can be a testimony of
China’s claim that Arunachal
Pradesh was once a part of Tibet. As a natural outcome, China
has been working to take over
Arunachal Pradesh from India
which conflagrated the conflict
between the two countries.
The conflict is so deep that
a war may break out between the
two countries anytime. Keeping
this foreseeable war in mind, India has been circulating volumes
of fabricated propaganda
through newspapers and TV
channels to persuade their own
people to stand against China.
A report published recently by
EU DisinfoLab, an NGO based
in Brussels, revealed that two big
video news agencies of India
namely; Srivastava Group (SG)
and Asian News International
(ANI) opened 265 sites in 65
countries and have been circulating fabricated propaganda
and concocted news reports
since Mes-022521/RPF-PRE
Page 3 of 4 2005 to provoke and
turn the people of not only India but also peoples of many
other countries against China.
Even if the people of India believe in the anti-China propaganda and develop anti-China

feelings and sentiments, people
of WESEA, particularly
Manipuri people must ponder
over which of the two conflicting powers will be helpful to the
liberation movement of Manipur.
India is a growing power and it
is being speculated that it may
become the third biggest
economy after some years. Considering this possibility, some
revolutionaries think that the
growth of India as a major power
would have serious impacts on
the liberation movement. Many
social activists and intellectuals
who believe in Manipur’s right
to independence too seem to be
turning their eyes away from the
liberation movement, considering the growing strength of India. Many among the masses
have given in to sheer materialism and pursuit for life of luxury
and it apparently has turned out
to be a major setback to the revolutionary movement. In spite of
all these setbacks, the liberation
movement of RPF will never
stray from the right direction. We
have a different war strategy of
our own and we firmly believe
our people and our strategy will
take the liberation movement to
the path of victory. In response
to India’s proud claim that the
revolutionary movements of
WESEA can be rooted out by
2024, we would like to warn the
Government of India they should
first focus all their attention and
energy
on
averting
balkanization of India. As a direct outcome of the brazen repressive measures unleashed by
Government of India, almost all
political leaders of Kashmir who
were earlier pro-Indian to the
core have started looking to
China in order to protect the
rights of their people. Leaders
of many Indian States have
openly declared they would render full support if their States
wish to secede from India.
On the other hand, conflicts
with neighboring countries particularly China and Pakistan
have been escalating and India
is facing possible loss of several parts of its purported territory. Tripura Chief Minister
Biplab Kumar Deb, recently
quoting Indian Home Minister
Amit Shah, stated that India was
planning to take over the governments of both Nepal and Sri
Lanka. This will surely make all
the neighboring countries wary
of India and India would be ultimately surrounded by hostile
countries. In such a situation,
Bhutan, Myanmar
and
Bangladesh, taking the unfolding geopolitics into account,
must support the liberation
movements of WESEA and liberate the region in order to col-

lectively face the imperialistic
and expansionist policy of India. As long as Manipur remains
under the Indian rule, the misery of our people will never end.
It is a common character of all
colonial rulers to polarize the
colonized people and create diverse aspirations and promote
contradictory ideologies so that
the colonized people are always
kept divided. We are witnessing the same situation in
Manipur today. The protracted
peace talks for Nagas and its
impacts on the society, the truce
called Suspension of Operation
(SOO) which fosters ethno-centric insurgencies and the toxic
promise for territorial council are
some of the formidable impediments imposed by India on the
path of determining the future
of Manipur. These impediments
have been creating divisions
and fractures among the communities of Manipur thereby
negating all efforts to bring any
form of unity or cohesion. If we
continue to languish under such
detrimental situation, it would
not be long before we are unable to safeguard our integrity.
Moreover, the distinctive
identities of each community will
be diluted sooner rather than
later and all of us will be living
as Indians following their culture and traditions. It is our indispensable duty to unite together and work collectively to
save our plural society before
we are caught between the devil
and the deep blue sea. Mes022521/RPF-PRE Page 4 of 4 RPF
has its doors always opened to
all the communities and ethnic
groups of Manipur to join the
liberation movement. Many
people belonging to different
ethnic groups are currently serving as freedom fighters under
the banner of RPF and its army
wing PLA, and many belonging
to diverse communities have laid
down their lives as the PLA in
the course of the liberation
movement. Revolutionary
groups and community leaders
who believe in a united, plural
Manipur have been working together. The contemporary movement is driven by a common goal
to deliver dignity to all the
people of Manipur and show to
the whole world that there is a
proud country called Manipur.
Differences in terms of language, religion or culture does
not count in the new vibrant
Manipur nor will there be any
situation of forging alliances
based on being majority or minority. Each and everyone will
be guided by the common doctrine ‘We are one’ and we will
discharge our duties for the
common good.”

complex in Naranpura area of
Ahmedabad will be the parts of
these sports infrastructure.
Shah said that Motera
Cricket Stadium will accommodate one lakh 32 thousand
spectators. He said that no stadium in the world has the facilities and infrastructure
which have been provided at
the world’s largest Narendra
Modi Cricket Stadium. Mr.
Shah said that we are focusing on creating the best ever
sports infrastructure at district
level so that budding talents
can get its benefit.
The venue in Gujarat’s
Ahmedabad has a capacity of
1,10,000, but will allow only
55,000 fans in line with Covid19 protocol.
Union Minister for Youth
Affairs and Sports Kiren Rijiju
said that the newly-built
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